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Every day would be International Museum Day if a person attempted to visit every one of 
the world’s 55,000 museums in a lifetime. The ancient Greeks who conceived of a special 
place for the Muses of their mythology could not have imagined the breath-taking popularity 
of their concept.  Every member of the expatriate population in the United Arab Emirates 
comes from a country with museums. And, of course, the considerable number of museums 
in the UAE continues to grow as the country expands its global view and recognises the 
immense contribution of museums to cultural appreciation.

We have welcomed the international realisation that the Muses are peripatetic and that 
they can be honoured in a wide variety of suitable settings if we are faultlessly careful. 
Thus, with abundant diligence, the Barjeel Art Foundation in cooperation with the Abu 
Dhabi Music & Arts Foundation has transported outstanding elements of the Barjeel 
Collection from the Maraya Art Centre in Sharjah to the Emirates Palace in Abu Dhabi  
where they will be on display for a month in commemoration of International Museum Day.

The Barjeel Art Foundation manages, preserves and exhibits the personal art collection  
of Sultan Sooud Al Qassemi. With great vision and exquisite taste, he has assembled 
remarkable works created during the last 86 years by ,- artists from 12 Middle Eastern 
countries. The Sharjah-based foundation contributes immeasurably to the cultural 
literacy of the region and encourages contemporary artists by making their work publicly 
accessible. Now on view in Abu Dhabi, works collected by Sultan Sooud Al Qassemi testify  
to the truth of the Museum Day spirit, ‘Museum Collections Make Connections’.

The scope and variety of the exhibition allow viewers to make connections among countries, 
cultures, artistic themes, creative techniques, intellectual interests - in short, among 
important visions that inform our understanding of the past. Philippe de Montebello, the 
former director of the New York Metropolitan Museum of Art declared that “a museum is 
the memory of mankind”. To be sure, the exhibited works stir our memories, ignite our 
curiosity, and excite our imagination. The mythological Muses, personifying knowledge and 
the arts, would feel most welcome at Sky Over The East and would sing in appreciation and 
thanks to Sultan Sooud Al Qassemi as well as in joyful praise of the Barjeel Art Foundation 
and the Abu Dhabi Music & Arts Foundation for their stunning achievements.

Nahayan Mabarak Al Nahyan
Patron & President
Abu Dhabi Music & Arts Foundation

Foreword
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ADMAF is proud to join the world’s museums and 
heritage organisations in celebrating International 
Museum Day 2014. This outstanding global initiative 
highlights the importance of these dynamic institutions in 
nurturing cross-cultural understanding and reminds us of 
the unique role museums hold in today’s world. 

As the guardians of our collective memories, museums 
are creative platforms ensuring that the lessons of our 

past contribute to a brighter, prosperous future. They help us connect to our 
distinct cultural identities while exploring the universal bonds of humanity that 
connect us. 

I am delighted that in partnership with Barjeel Art Foundation, ADMAF is able to 
shine a light on the fascinating history of the 20th century as seen through the eyes 
of leading artists of the Arab world. I express my sincere thanks to Sultan Sooud Al 
Qassemi whose unwavering commitment to the arts has led to an inspiring collection 
that reflects the joy, the passion, the knowledge and the learning one can acquire 
from the preservation of Arab artistic expression. 

Sky Over The East highlights both foundations’ shared objective to create prominent 
public platforms that elevate the understanding and appreciation of the visual 
arts in the United Arab Emirates and beyond. I wish all those who visit this specially 
curated exhibition and attend its talks and workshops an enlightening and, above 
all, enjoyable experience.

Hoda I. Al Khamis-Kanoo
Founder, Abu Dhabi Music & Arts Foundation

We are very pleased to collaborate with the Abu Dhabi Music & Arts Foundation  
on a large-scale exhibition of 20th-century Arab art. The selection of works 
displayed provides a glimpse into the diversity of subjects that preoccupied 
artists in the Arab world over the past 86 years, while also highlighting relation-
ships that existed among cultural production in di/erent countries, and across  
several decades.

I hope that the exhibition encourages a wider discourse on Arab art and sheds 
light on the work of leading masters from the region, many of whom are still 
practicing today. Geographically spanning over 12 countries and two continents,  
the selection of art presented calls attention to a shared identity of Arab nations, 
while contributing to a wider public appreciation of the visual arts.

I would like to express my thanks to H.E. Hoda Al Khamis-Kanoo whose steady 
vision and devotion to the development of creativity and the arts within the 
United Arab Emirates has led to a truly inspiring and multi-faceted, public, 
cultural platform. I hope Sky Over The East stirs up curiosity in its audience and 
encourages them to pursue further research into distinct art movements, individual 
artists or historic events addressed in this exhibition. 

Sultan Sooud Al Qassemi
Founder, Barjeel Art Foundation

Foreword Foreword
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About International Museum Day
Each year, the International Council of Museums brings together 
museums across five continents to celebrate their role and place  
in society.

The International Council of Museums (ICOM) established International Museum Day in 1977 
to encourage public awareness of the role of museums in the development of society. Each 
year, this special celebration gathers museums from all around the world. In 2013, 35,000 
museums from 143 countries on five continents participated. 

ICOM was created in 1946. This non-governmental organisation maintains formal relations 
with UNESCO, an ADMAF Strategic International Cultural Partner. And within the United 
Nations, ICOM has consultative status with the Economic and Social Council. In short, it 
represents museums and museum professionals on a global level.

Traditionally, International Museum Day lasts for a day, a weekend or a whole week, to reflect 
the motto, ‘Museums are an important means of cultural exchange, enrichment of cultures 
and development of mutual understanding, cooperation and peace among peoples’.

This year, the theme of International Museum Day – Museum Collections Make Connections 
– reminds us that museums are living institutions that help create bonds between visitors, 
generations and cultures around the world. After all, the museum is an institution that 
preserves and communicates the past, yet it is grounded in the present. It is a link between  
the generations, as it allows present and future generations to better comprehend their 
origins and history.

Visit International Museum Day at http://imd.icom.museum
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About ADMAF
Abu Dhabi Music & Arts Foundation believes that the visual arts 
strengthens understanding, ambition and identity.

The visual arts have played a major role throughout ADMAF’s 18-year history as a  
developmental tool in education, as a means to strengthen civil society, and as a platform  
to celebrate the richness and diversity of artistic expression.

The professional development of artists is essential to the ongoing growth of the national 
arts sector. ADMAF’s resource, The Nationals’ Gallery, seeks to enhance and elevate the 
Emirati art scene by providing consultations and grants; facilitating discussions, commis-
sions and exhibitions; and promoting artists to professionals around the world through 
an online directory. 

ADMAF knows the impact of arts on education and learning, so initiatives such as its 
‘Ways of Seeing’ and ‘Wednesday Wonder’ workshop series, The Gulf Capital-Abu Dhabi 
Festival Visual Arts Award and The Christo & Jeanne-Claude Award, among others, help 
inspire the next generation to unleash their creativity. 

The Foundation also uses the visual arts to address social issues. Its ‘Silent Voices’ 
initiative with Ewa’a Shelters for Victims of Human Tra1cking enables survivors to express 
themselves, while ‘Let’s Make Art’ at orphanages across the UAE helps build children’s 
sense of identity and creative appetite. 

Since 2008, the annual Abu Dhabi Festival has staged major exhibitions that explore the 
work of leading practitioners, including Nja Mahdaoui (Tunisia), Dia Al Azzawi (Iraq), 
Parviz Tanavoli (Iran), Adam Henein (Egypt), Rachid Koraïchi (Algeria) and Hassan 
Massoudy (Iraq). In 2013, to commemorate its 10th anniversary, the Festival presented 
the Arab world premiere of ’25 Years of Arab Creativity: The Contemporary Arab Art 
Scene’ in partnership with Institut du Monde Arabe. And this year, the first ever retro-
spective of the US sound artist Bill Fontana was presented. All these free exhibitions 
accompanied by publications, lectures  and guided tours as well as major commissions 
play a vital role in the growth of artistic practice.

The arts hold the keys to creativity. Through the visual arts, ADMAF is empowering a nation 
and in doing so, securing a brighter future for the UAE, its communities and its artists.

Visit www.admaf.org
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About Barjeel
Barjeel Art Foundation strives to encourage critical dialogue and 
public awareness of the importance of art to the community. 

Barjeel Art Foundation is an independent, United Arab Emirates based initiative established 
to manage, preserve and exhibit the personal art collection of Sultan Sooud Al Qassemi. 

The foundation’s guiding principle is to contribute to the intellectual development of  the art 
scene in the Gulf region by building a prominent, publicly accessible art collection in the UAE. 
Part of this objective involves developing a public platform to foster critical dialogue around 
modern and contemporary art, with a focus on artists with Arab heritage internationally. 

By hosting in-house exhibitions, lending artwork to international forums, producing print as 
well as online publications, and fashioning interactive public programmes, the Barjeel Art 
Foundation strives to serve as an informative resource for modern and contemporary art 
locally and on the global stage.

Visit www.barjeelartfoundation.org
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Curator’s MessageExhibition Programme

Composed in 1953, Prayer of the East (Du’aa Al Sharq) made its way into  
thousands of Arab households in the few years that followed. Put to music and 
delivered by the renowned Mohammed Abdel Wahab, the lyrics are based on 
Mahmoud Hassan Ismail’s poem that highlights collective aspects of the Arab 
spirit and alludes to a shared metaphoric sky under which Arab communities 
exist. Broadcast via the newly established Sawt Al Arab (a radio channel set  
up in Egypt in the early 1950s under President Gamal Abdel Nasser) the song 
quickly gained popularity with the Arab audience and became akin to a universal 
Arab hymn of the latter part of the 20th century.

Since the 1970s, linguistic derivatives of the words ‘East’ and ‘Orient’ in relation 
to descriptions of land populated by Arab nations have been questioned and 
critiqued as terms linked to 20th-century colonialism. The title of this exhibition 
by no means attempts to serve as a geographical indicator defining physical 
territories inhabited by Arab societies. Rather, it aims to reference an instance 
in modern Arab history, when a cultural product served to unify distinct communities 
and entire nations under a single umbrella of shared identity.

Modes within which Modern Arab artists worked extended from naturalistic 
documentation of people and landscapes, to creating socio-political commentaries, 
exploring theological matters, and addressing intimate, personal narratives and 
concerns. In line with the song’s call to preserve collective memories, 20th-century 
Arab artists reflected on and re-examined their histories within the context of 
global developments. They tackled notions of Arab identity, while being influenced 
by the evolution of European Modernism and work of masters like Henri Matisse, 
Willem de Kooning and Antoni Tàpies among others. With no single thematic or 
stylistic thread running through this exhibition, there exist multiple links and 
relationships between individual works of art, which despite being separated by 
geography and time, often address similar questions, take on similar approaches 
and display a shared ethos.

Suheyla Takesh
Curator, Barjeel Art Foundation

In Conversation
This intimate series of talks explores the context and content  
of the exhibition. Booking essential. 
Contact education@admaf.org

Wednesday 23 May, 4:0"5.:0" pm
Sultan Sooud Al Qassemi, Barjeel Art Foundation & Matthew Sansom,  
Abu Dhabi Classic FM

Wednesday , June, .:6653:66 pm, Emirates Palace Gallery
Ali Al Abdan, Artist & Sameh Kaawach, ADMAF (in Arabic)
In association with Emirates Writers’ Union

Monday 04 June, .:6653:66 pm, Emirates Palace Gallery
Manal Ataya, Sharjah Museums Authority & Saeed Saeed, The National
In association with New York University Abu Dhabi Institute

Children’s Workshop
Open to the public. Booking essential. 
Contact education@admaf.org

Saturday 7 June (4:00-5:30pm), Emirates Palace Gallery
Watercolour Resist Painting
Suitable for ages 3-6 years, this workshop introduces young children to drawing lines  
and wax resistant techniques. Inspired by modern art and its colourful shapes and lines, 
participants will use watercolours and oil pastels to develop a design based on the nature 
and landscapes of the Gulf as well as drawing ideas from artworks in the exhibition.

Workshops for Schools
Abu Dhabi Music & Arts Foundations presents an exclusive series 
of workshops for schools led by artists Bassam Al Selawi and 
Maysoon Masalha. 

Kufic Mural Workshop, Tuesday ! June, Age 12 years+ 
Emirate Dhabi (Gazelle) Workshop, Wednesday , June. Age 15 years+ 
Mural Workshop, Tuesday 10 June, Age 3 years+ 
Printmaking Workshop, Wednesday 11 June, Age 12 years+
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Sky Over The East
Ismail Rifai explains the significance of the exhibition and the 
contexts it seeks to reflect

O Sky over the East! 
whose abaya floats over the tides of knowledge, 

creations, dreams and visions.
From above, she has witnessed a history 

replete with days of glory, but with 
bitterness and hindrances as well. 

The same sky that first distilled the legend of creation, 
and first inscribed its alphabet 

upon the chronicles of time.

The exhibition's title, Sky Over The East, brings us back to man’s timeless 
fascination with the image of the Orient whose glorious sun once illuminated 
the entire world. It calls upon us to conjure up that picture. It is a sign with 
which to guide our souls during this period of our history, with its setbacks, 
challenges and expressions of creativity that continuously attempt to articulate 
everything around us; the events, the aspirations and even the fears that surge 
through the entire Arab world.

This exhibition is an exceptional opportunity to examine the most notable 
symbols of that historical era, which defined the elements of the Arab  
visual arts landscape of the 20th-century. The work of the region’s most 
creative minds became known as Arab Modernism. The protagonists of this 
movement sought to create a visual means by which to express themselves,  
and associate with the nascent attempt of laying the foundations for an Arab 
renaissance – formulating an identity while drawing influences from global 
artistic achievements. 

Before trying to approach these works, it is important that we consider the 
challenges that faced Arab Modernism. It followed in the footsteps of Western 
Modernism that had long been established; developing tools and severing ties 

(left) Detail from Hamed Nada’s Dancing by the Beach. 0-3,. Acrylic and crayon on board. ,, X !!." cm
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with age-old classical traditions. This was one of the many reasons why the 
West was able to make change happen, consolidate such a decisive and 
historical detachment and build a body of ideas in search of something new, 
something di/erent and something reborn. 

However, Arab Modernism faced scepticism and rejection. People demanded 
an historical foundation. They wanted to follow an existing lineage to define a 
new aesthetic. After all, styles such as Hurifism that drew inspiration from 
Islamic elements and symbols had already provided a visual means of expression 
for new concepts. 

The di1culty was that any achievement within the Arab visual arts scene during 
that historical period was always regarded in terms of an ‘imported’ aesthetic 
form of stylistic context. There was no attempt to delve into the essence of an 
artwork itself or discover a specific set of elements and components, which 
o/ered a proficient Arab contribution to the formation of a new aesthetic taste. 
Through the artists’ dedication and belief in both their talent and the historical 
role they played, the reality of Arab visual arts transformed from a stage of 
replication and direct imitation to a platform for innovation, filled with multiple 
visual formulations and calls for new concepts that combined the artist’s inner 
world with universal desires in a most human dimension.
 
Although critical discourse was not wholly supportive of the achievement, Arab 
visual arts changed. It has now entered Postmodernism, with its new forms of 
expression. However, the aesthetic remains our focal point of interest. The 
creative visual component remains the catalyst that provokes our deepest 
feelings, pushing us to probe into di/erent worlds more beautiful, more captivat-
ing, and more intimate than our own. Perhaps it is worth considering art, based 
upon a unique structure, being the deeper manifestations of human self-expres-
sion as it soars on the wings of imagination. It enables us to look at art beyond 
time and place and without framing it within stylistic or formalist packages. 

This is why the exhibition’s selection is so significant. Firstly, it presents 
fundamental artistic concepts that acquired their legitimacy by realising a 
unique visual form. It reflects the persistence, the di/erence and the discovery  
of new sources of beauty. Second, all the artworks are exhibited in a single 
space where each piece enriches the other, giving a clear impression of the 
varying artistic styles and concepts molded by the creative minds living under 
the vast Sky Over The East.

(left) Detail from Louay Kayyali’s Woman Sewing. 0-.,. Oil on masonite. -,." X -,." cm.
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From the fading lines and flowing colours of Madonna & Child by Paul 
Guiragossian (Lebanon) to the delicate slenderness of Louay Kayyali (Syria), 
these pieces delve the depths of beauty in all its forms with a sense of sad 
solemnity and moments of silent contemplation.

The works converse at various rhythms, interlocking in a cohesive aesthetic 
system that expresses the power and magic of art regardless of its form. It 
rea1rms that the way we look at art as intermittent stages is nothing but a veil.  
It separates us from the intrinsic nature and the uniform essence that combines 
all arts into a single focal point. It is the soul that reveals the secrets of our 
inner self and carries us on a spiritual journey to the frontiers of the universe; 
from Mahmoud Said’s miniature worlds filled with sunlight and the hum of life, 
to those of Hamed Nada and his dream-like characters that turn the universe 
upside down at will. As his figures elongate with shapes and curves, creating a 
presence within the logic of the work, the piece fulfils its ability to create realities 
parallel to our material world.

One must not neglect the artistic achievements of UAE artists Hassan Sharif or 
Mohammed Kazem. The exhibited works signify a crucial element in our under-
standing of their artistic progression. As Postmodern artists, they attained an 
influential presence through several conceptual works that were highly acclaimed 
both regionally and internationally. 

Moving from the one-dimensional to the three-dimensional, we are greeted  
by the sculptural works of Adam Henein (Egypt), Ismail Fattah (Iraq) and Sami 
Mohammed (Kuwait). All of them seek to enrich reality and discover its 
limitless potential. Each artist does this by formulating his own iconography, 
following his own path and showing his soul in the molding of a block of clay 
and giving it the life he seeks.

The exhibition undoubtedly contains an abundance of notable artists. However, 
it is impossible to discuss all of them without running out of space. Su1ce it to 
state that while each one di/ers in the time of its creation and style of expression, 
they all extend from the same root. It is a collective origin steeped in man’s 
need to express his essence and its meaning. For it was here he forged his 
dreams and shaped his artistic visions. Here, on this land and under this sky. 

Translated from Arabic by Iskandar Shaaban.

Ismail Rifai is an artist, writer and poet. He holds a Bachelor of Fine Arts from 
the University of Damascus and is a researcher at the Sharjah Department of 
Culture and Information.

Here, under a ‘sky of art’ sits the primary substance of life and the initial steps 
taken towards discovery and a quest for the future. It does not matter whether 
the sky let down her diaphanous gown east or west, as long as it ignited the life 
force within and carried us into the world of spirituality and imagination. For this 
is where artists pour their souls onto clay and canvas. Herein lies the charm of the 
 rural women of Syria’s Fateh Moudarres and their ability to touch our souls. His 
artistic interpretation and superior skill depict his ability to personify the most 
intimate aspects of his own identity and, in particular, his artistic spontaneity. His 
colour pastes are imbued with the scent of the land on which he grew up. 

The work of the Algerian artist Mohammed Issiakhem ushers us into an artistic 
microcosm wrought with sorrow and pain. Exactly like Moudarres, it possesses 
flashes of genius and elements of a virtual world, although it also seeks to 
express a country’s daily reality and political climate. With her instinctive 
expressive style, the Algerian girl Baya takes us to a universe woven with the 
spirit of childhood and colours saturated in light. 

In the fertile fields of artistic expression, the reality of one’s inner soul can be 
conveyed through a plethora of styles, each time giving life to a new form where 
the artist’s personal mood is identified within the composition itself. The 
manifestation of the inner soul’s existential and emotional essence can be found 
in the graphic, pictorial works of Ibrahim Salahi (Sudan) and Dia Al Azzawi 
(Iraq). They are able to create works structured with a formulaic consistency 
and poetic shifts that take us to the limit. It can also be found in the legacy of 
Shakir Hassan Al Said (Iraq). His profound Sufi inspired works are so attentive to 
detail and excessively accurate that they are realistic yet also abstract. 

Mahmoud Said’s Le Canal de Mahmoudieh. 0-22. Oil on panel. 2.." X ," cm.
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Featured Artists

Chafic Abboud
Lebanon, 0-245266,

Formal explorations in colour and light reflect 
the artistic pedigree of one of Lebanon’s most 
distinguished modernist artists, Chafic 
Abboud. Born in Bikfaya, Lebanon, Abboud 
produced a versatile and prolific body of work 
that crosses a variety of media, such as oil 
painting, ink, watercolour, and ceramics. At 
the Académie Libanaise des Beaux-Arts, 
Abboud studied under Lebanese painter Cesar 
Gemayal, and in 1947 he travelled to Paris, 
where he continued his training in the atelier  
of André Lhote and Fernard Léger.

Dia Al Azzawi
Iraq, b. 0-!-

Poetry and folkloric memory drawn from 
ancient and contemporary Iraqi and Arab 
histories resonate in the artwork of interna-
tionally renowned Dia Al Azzawi. Founder of 
the pivotal Iraqi art group New Vision in 1969, 
he was also part of One Dimension founded by 
Shakir Hassan Al Said. Among Azzawi’s 
renowned works is the iconic mural Sabra and 
Shatila (1982-1985), which is part of the Tate 
Modern collection, reflecting on the brutal 
massacre of Palestinian refugees in 1982. 

Abdul Qader Al Rais
United Arab Emirates, b. 0-"0

Abdul Qader Al Rais is one of the most-
acclaimed artists from the United Arab 
Emirates, and the recipient of the first Sheikh 
Khalifa Prize for Art & Literature. Born in Dubai, 
he paints landscape and architectural scenes 
inspired by traditional Emirati neighbourhoods. 
The artist also creates abstract paintings 
incorporating Arabic letters. The use of small 
floating squares became a signature style 
carrying through Al Rais’s works.

Ali Al Abdan 
United Arab Emirates, b. 0-.2

Ali Al Abdan is an Emirati artist, interested in 
documenting history and preserving traditions 
in visual, as well as written form. He often 
creates elaborate collages that tell stories of 
specific people, while shedding light on a 
larger picture of the times. He had a solo show 
entitled I am Ali Al Abdan at Emirates Fine Art 
Society, Sharjah in 2010. He has also written a 
book on the history of art in the UAE. 

Abdul Hadi El Gazzar 
Egypt, 0-2"50-4"

El Gazzar was born in Alexandria, Egypt into a 
modest household, and moved to Cairo along 
with his family when he was 15 years old. He 
graduated from the Cairo School of Fine Arts  
in 1950, and later worked there as an assistant 
professor. He was inspired by the life and 
struggles of ordinary people, as well as the 
vibrant energy of the day-to-day Cairo. He 
often used traditional symbolism in his work, 
as well as references to the political situation 
in Egypt. 

Layla Al Attar 
Iraq, 0-,650--!

The late Iraqi artist Layla Al Attar was revered 
during her life as a gifted painter who hosted 
five solo exhibitions in her homeland and 
served as director of the Iraqi National Art 
Museum. The primordial forest, as well as 
representations of Adam and Eve are recurrent 
themes in Al Attar’s work. She often uses 
distortions of space and light to point to the 
sense of unreality of this world. Al Attar lost 
her life in an explosion that also killed her 
husband during the bombing of Iraq in 1993.

Farghali Abdel Hafiz
Egypt, b. 0-,0

Farghali Abdel Hafiz graduated from the 
Institute of Art Education and the Academy  
of Fine Art in Florence in 1967. He also repre-
sented Egypt in several Biennales, including 
the Biennale of Sao Paolo 1985, the Biennale of 
Venice in 1972, 1987 and in 1993, and the First 
Biennale of China in 2002. Abdel Hafiz explored 
a variety of media and approaches throughout 
his career, experimenting with both represen-
tation and abstraction, making him a very 
multifaceted and versatile artist.

Suad Al Attar 
Iraq, b. 0-,2

Suad Al Attar, a renowned Iraqi painter, is the 
sister of the late Layla Al Attar. She has won 
numerous awards for her work and became 
the first female artist to have a solo exhibition 
in her country. In 1976, she emigrated to 
London with her husband and children and 
continued her artistic career there. Some of 
the themes that preoccupy Al Attar include her 
longing for the homeland she left behind, but 
also a realisation that with distance comes a 
certain sense of freedom. 
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Featured Artists

Rafa Al Nasiri 
Iraq, 0-,67260!

Rafa Al Nasiri creates compelling abstract 
works on paper and canvas that draw on 
nature as a source of inspiration and often 
include Arabic calligraphy. Influenced by the 
art of China, most prominently the technique 
of ink drawing and the use of empty space, Al 
Nasiri brings together deep saturated colours 
and fluid gestural lines to create beautiful and 
spatial landscapes. Al Nasiri attained his BA in 
Graphics from Baghdad’s Institute of Fine Arts, 
continuing his training in China at Beijing’s 
Central Academy of Fine Arts (1959-1963).

Baya
Algeria, 0-!070--3

Baya was born at Bordj El Ki/an in Algeria in 
1931, and by age five had lost both her parents.  
She was looked after by her grandmother, and 
subsequently adopted by a French woman 
Marguerite Benhour, who took her to Paris. In 
1947 Benhoura arranged for the talented 16 
year old Baya to have her first solo exhibition at 
the Galerie Adrien Maeght in Paris. Her work 
was widely praised and admired for its childlike 
quality and naiveté by the likes of Pablo Picasso 
who, following their meeting in Paris, became 
Baya’s good friend.

Munira Al Kazi
Kuwait, b. 0-!-

The prominent Gulf artist Munira Al Kazi 
graduated from the Central School of Arts  
and Design in London in 1963, and has since 
then gained international recognition for her 
abstract work.  Al Kazi’s work was displayed 
alongside the renowned Iraqi artist Essam El 
Said as part of the inaugural exhibition of Sultan 
Gallery in Kuwait on March 21, 1969 and has 
been acquired by a number of well-established 
museums for their permanent collections, such 
as the Museum of Modern Art in New York, and 
the Victoria and Albert Museum in London.

Shakir Hassan Al Said
Iraq, 0-2"5266,

One of Iraq’s most revered artists Shakir 
Hassan Al Said produced abstract artwork 
inspired by the principles of Islamic Sufism. 
The Samawah-born artist regarded artistic 
expression as an act of sacred contemplation, 
and he developed an art philosophy known as 
Al Bua’d Al Wahid (One Dimension), represent-
ing the area between the visible world and the 
invisible realm of God. Al Said often sought to 
give a glimpse into this dimension through his 
paintings and mixed media works.

Mohammed Al Mazrouei 
United Arab Emirates, b. 0-42

Al Mazrouei spent the first half of his life in 
Egypt before moving to Abu Dhabi where he 
worked for the Cultural Foundation for many 
years. This duality informs his creative process 
whereby he often incorporates elements of 
both cultures in his artwork, leading to an 
autobiographical experience. Mohammed Al 
Mazrouei’s artwork manifests a conceptual 
depth, inviting the viewer to get lost inside the 
artist’s head. The human face and figure are 
often his preferred subjects to paint.
 

Khudhair Shakirji
Iraq, 0-!.52664

Khudhair Shakirji graduated from the Fine Arts 
Academy in Baghdad, and subsequently joined 
the Baghdad Modern Art Group, being 
influenced by artists like Shakir Hassan Al Said 
and Jabra Ibrahim Jabra. Shakirji’s work often 
draws references to Arab traditions and 
folklore, while being distinguished by modern 
compositions and approaches. He had five 
solo exhibitions at the Iraqi Artists Society, and 
his work is in the collection of Iraq’s National 
Museum of Modern Art. 

Abdullah Al Muharraqi 
Bahrain, b. 0-!-

A pioneer of modern art in the Gulf, Abdulla  
Al Muharraqi began painting in the 1940s. 
Drawing his inspiration from local scenes and 
traditions, Al Muharraqi depicts everyday life 
and its struggles through a variety of styles, 
including cubism, surrealism, and figurative. 
He has served as an art advisor to Bahrain’s 
Ministry of Information since 1963, and 
designed stamps for Bahrain since 1970. He 
continues to design logos and draw cartoons 
for Bahrain’s newspaper, Akhbar Al Khaleej.

Ahmed Nashat Al Zuaby 
Syria, b. 0-!-

Ahmed Nashat Al Zuaby graduated from the 
University of Damascus Faculty of Fine Arts in 
1964, and continued his training in oil painting 
in Cairo. In his work, the artist tries to re-shape 
the world through the impact of memory 
without any direct simulation. He attempts to 
recognise only the essence of matters, and 
then starts painting when the overall scene 
completely vanishes from his memory.
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styles, from natural landscapes of Iraq to 
abstract still life and figures. After studying  
art in Baghdad in the 0-"6s, Haydar pursued 
further studies in theatre design and graphics 
in London. He returned to Iraq in 0-42.

Featured Artists

Saliba Douaihy
Lebanon, 0-0270--,

Saliba Douaihy began his training under the 
well-established painter Habib Srour, where he 
mastered the techniques of painting religious 
scenes. In the 1950s Douaihy emmigrated to 
New York, where he was introduced to 
Abstract Expressionism, and to the work of 
artists like Mark Rothko. At the end of the 
1950s his own work completely broke away 
from representation and moved into areas  
of abstraction, monochromatic forms and 
straight lines. Since the mid-1960s, Douaihy’s 
works have been shown in places like the 
Museum of Modern Art and the Solomon R. 
Guggenheim Museum in New York.

Mahmoud Hammad
Syria, 0-2!50-33 

Mahmoud Hammad studied art in Accademia 
di Belle arti in Rome between 1953 and 1957, 
and returned to Syria in 1960 to teach art at 
the Fine Arts Faculty of Damascus University. 
The artist has won numerous awards for his 
work, and developed a distinct style that 
makes use of geometric shapes and elementary 
forms to create abstract compositions. 
Hammad’s work has been shown in well 
established institutions such as the Jordan 
National Gallery of Fine Arts.

Farid Belkahia
Morocco, b. 0-!,

Prominent Moroccan painter Farid Belkahia 
often uses traditional Moroccan forms and 
symbols in his work, while retaining a mod-
ernist technique and an abstract approach  
to his paintings. Belkahia began his artistic 
career at the age of 15 in Marrakech, being 
inspired by the city’s vibrant culture and 
heritage. The artist often uses indigenous 
materials in his work, such as henna, sa/ron 
and minerals, painting on natural surfaces  
like vellum and leather.

Inji E8atoun
Egypt, 0-2,70-3- 

Artist Inji E8atoun had always been politically 
active, and was a prominent figure in feminist 
and communist circles in Egypt. As a result of 
her political activities, in 1959 the artist lost 
 her freedom for four years. In prison, she 
continued to paint and produced quite a large 
quantity of work. E8atoun’s paintings are often 
described as being influenced by surrealist and 
cubist aesthetics. 

Kamal Boullata
Palestine, b. 0-,2 

Born in Jerusalem, Kamal Boullata has created 
a body of work in which the Palestinian identity 
and the conditions of exile form the basis of his 
artistic explorations. After 1967, the square 
became integral to Boullata’s compositions. 
Dissecting the square through lines and thin 
layers of oppositional colours, the artist 
transforms the surface of the paper into a prism, 
refracting colour and light. Boullata graduated 
from the Academy of Rome and the Corcoran 
Art Museum School in Washington, DC.
 

Ismail Fattah
Iraq, 0-!37266,

Ismail Fattah, who was a student of the prolific 
artist Jewad Salim at Baghdad’s Institute of Fine 
Arts in 1958, blurs the lines between abstraction 
and representation. Often mingling form with 
intangible ideas of human consciousness, 
Fattah’s artwork presents a dilemma between 
figuration and its negation. In his untitled 1965 
sculpture, Fattah depicts limb-like supports 
for a rectangular core, obscuring any decisive 
representation.

Ahmed Cherkaoui
Morocco, 0-!,70-4.

Born in Boujad, at the foot of the Atlas 
Mountains, Cherkaoui is remembered as one  
of Morocco’s most prominent modern artists. 
Known for large canvases that are both 
abstract and symbolically rich, the artist 
created a distinct modernist aesthetic by 
drawing on traditions ranging from Amazigh 
tattooing and traditional prayer mats, to the 
techniques and formal languages of 21st 
century Polish and French avant-garde artists. 
His work has been exhibited worldwide to 
great acclaim and is held in prominent 
collections such as Institute du Monde Arabe 
and Musée d’Art Moderne, both in Paris.

Paul Guiragossian
Palestine/Lebanon, 0-2450--!

Guiragossian often reflects on themes of 
Palestinian exile, collective struggle, and 
representations of the maternal. The son of  
a single mother, he often shows his reverence 
for the roles of women as virtuous caretakers 
at the crux of every society. On this theme, 
Guiragossian wrote, “The woman is constantly 
present in my paintings, my drawings, 
because she is Love, Childhood, Su!ering and 
Peace. She is the one who is against sending 
her son and husband to wars.”

Kadhim Haydar
Iraq, 0-!270-3"

Weaving together poetry, allegory and pastoral 
landscapes, the artwork of Kadhim Haydar 
captures the murmurs of Iraqi socio-political 
history through symbolism and metaphor. The 
writer, poet and artist painted in a variety of 
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Youssef Kamel
Egypt, 03-670-.0

Youssef Kamel began his artistic training at the 
Egyptian School of Fine Arts, later continuing 
his education in Rome, where he was signifi-
cantly influenced by Italian scenery and 
architecture. The streets and buildings of Rome 
made their way into much of Kamel’s work 
during his stay in the Italian capital. After 
coming back to Egypt in 1922, the artist moved 
to a rural area, and devoted his time to painting 
villages and the life of people inhabiting them. 

Suleiman Mansour
Palestine, b. 0-,.

Among the most recognised and distinguished 
Palestinian artists is Suleiman Mansour, who 
has tailored his comprehensive portfolio 
around the Palestinian struggle, portraying 
peasants and women in traditional dress in his 
early work.  For Mansour, art aids the continua-
tion and revival of Palestinian identity, 
particularly as it captures images of the land 
and people working on it. By keeping his 
artistic roots in the ancestral homeland, the 
artist enables Palestinians to continue to lay 
claim to it.

Adam Henein
Egypt, b. 0-2-

Celebrated for his sculptural work in bronze, 
wood, clay, and granite, Henein transforms 
solid material into ethereal presences through 
the use of simple lines, capturing the essentials 
of modernist form. Distinguishing his body of 
work is the masterful way in which the artist 
interweaves universal themes with references 
to Egyptian icons such as pyramids, obelisks, 
Pharaonic kings and hieroglyphs. After receiving 
a degree in sculpture from the School of Fine 
Arts in Cairo in 1953, Henein continued his 
training in Munich and Paris. 

Louay Kayyali
Syria, 0-!,50-.3

Depictions of banal daily struggles and the 
social and physical deprivation of the masses 
intertwine the artwork of Syrian painter Louay 
Kayyali during his iconic, short-lived career. The 
Aleppo-born artist began painting at the age of 
11 and held his first solo show at 18. Highlighting 
the individual struggles evident on the fringe of 
larger socio-political realities in the Arab region, 
Kayyali’s artwork provides a window into the 
lives of the deprived majority.  Woman Sewing 
captures a fleeting moment of a seamstress’ 
ascetic routine of stitching clothing.

Ja/ar Islah
Kuwait, b. 0-,4

Ja/ar Islah studied art at the University of 
California at Berkeley between 1966-1970,  
and had his first solo exhibition in Paris in 1976. 
Since then he has participated in  numerous 
art shows, both at home and abroad, and has 
curated a number of exhibitions. During the 
course of his career, Islah also designed a 
series of stamps commemorating Kuwait’s 
national independence in 1991. His work is 
marked by modern formal approaches and  
a fascination with abstraction. 
 

Mohammed Kazem
United Arab Emirates, b. 0-4-

Dubai-born Mohammed Kazem was among  
the first artists of his generation in the region 
to take a conceptual approach to his art. He 
works in a variety of media, exploring starkly 
di/erent ways of recording information and 
giving material form to his findings. Kazem’s 
work suggests that the artist is well aware of 
his environment, and is keen on documenting 
the traces left on (as well as the changes 
occurring within) a given physical context. 
Kazem has represented the United Arab 
Emirates at the 55th Venice Biennale in 2013.

Mohammed Issiakhem
Algeria, 0-2370-3"

Mohammed Issiakhem spent most of his 
childhood in Relizane, Algeria. He started his 
artistic training at the École des Beaux-Arts, 
Algiers in 1948, where he studied fine art and 
miniature painting. He co-founded the Union 
Nationale des Arts Plastiques in 1963, and from 
1964 to 1966, he was the director of the École 
des Beaux-Arts in Oran. In 1971, he was 
professor of graphic art at the École 
Polytechnique d’Architecture et d’Urbanisme, 
Algeria. Much of Issiakhem’s work centres 
around the depiction of women and drawing 
references to Algerian traditions.

Najat Makki
United Arab Emirates, b. 0-"!

A prolific painter and a member of the Dubai 
Cultural Council, Najat Makki was the first 
Emirati woman to receive a government 
scholarship to study abroad. She traveled to 
Cairo to study art, and obtained her bachelor’s 
as well as her master’s degrees in sculpture. 
She then decided to continue her education, 
and in the year 2000 went back to Egypt to 
pursue a doctorate in the philosophy of art. 
Makki continues to paint in her studio in Dubai, 
and to create abstract work with a focus on 
colour and formal composition. 
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Kamel Moustafa
Egypt, 0-0.70-32

Kamel Moustafa’s early body of work was 
marked by an impressionist style and numerous 
depictions of Cairo and the Nile. He graduated 
from the University of Cairo Faculty of Fine Art 
in 1941, subsequently moving to Italy to 
continue his education. While in Italy, his 
approach to painting became far more 
controlled, influenced by European modernism. 
Upon his return to Egypt, he began teaching 
art and became the head of painting at the 
Faculty of Fine Arts in Alexandria, then Dean  
of the Faculty from 1969 to 1977.

Nabil Nahas
Lebanon, b. 0-,-

Born in Beirut, Nabil Nahas spent much of  
his childhood in Cairo, later moving to the US in 
order to pursue his art education. He earned a 
BFA from Louisiana State University at Baton 
Rouge in 1971 and an MFA from Yale University 
in 1973. Nahas has explored a number of 
di/erent styles and approaches in the course of 
his career, working in di/erent media and trying 
out various representation techniques. He is 
most well known for his abstract compositions 
that make strong use of colour and texture. 

Mohammed Melehi
Morocco, b. 0-!4

Mohamed Melehi graduated from the École 
des Beaux-Arts, Tétouan, Morocco, in 1955.   
In 1969, he organised the first open-air group 
exhibition held in Marrakech, which brought 
enormous change to the country’s contempo-
rary art scene, and introduced new and radical 
approaches to making art. From 1964-69 
Melehi was a professor of painting, sculpture 
and photography at the Casablanca School  
of Fine Arts. His work is characterised by a 
number of recurring symbols and forms, such 
as the wave. 

Hamed Nada
Egypt, 1924–1990

Born in Alexandria, Hamed Nada was inspired 
by the dichotomy between hardships of 
impoverished people he witnessed on a 
day-to-day basis in his home country, and the 
traditional folk tales that held in them worlds 
of fantasy and encouraged daring flights of 
imagination. A lot of his work draws references 
from Western artistic styles, and is likened  
to the work of European masters such as 
Henri Matisse.

Sami Mohammed
Kuwait, b. 0-,!

Sami Mohammed is a pioneering Arab sculptor, 
who has represented Kuwait at the 55th Venice 
Biennale in 2013. He studied art at Cairo’s Fine 
Arts College, and obtained an honorary 
diploma from Cannes Sur La Mer in France in 
1970. Sami Mohammed often works in bronze 
and creates dynamic and emotionally charged 
depictions of human figures. His two-dimen-
sional work reflects a similar fascination with 
human anatomy and dynamic compositions.
 

E/at Naghi
Egypt, 0-6"70--,

E/at Naghi was the first artist whose works  
were displayed in the Museum of Modern Art 
in Cairo in 1928. In 1963, she was chosen as 
one of the artists to be sent to Upper Egypt  
by the Egyptian Ministry of Culture in order  
to document the building of the Aswan Dam.  
This experience was a turning point in Naghi’s 
artistic career, and transformed her approach 
towards painting. She began creating compo-
sitions that transcended the work’s physical 
surface and made use of abstract elements 
and a wide spectrum of colours. 
 

Fateh Moudarres
Syria, 0-2270---

Religious symbolism laced in sensitive 
renderings of ordinary people in Syria resounds 
in the work of prolific modernist and surrealist 
Fateh Moudarres. The artist studied at the 
Accademia di Belle Arti in Rome from 1954-
1960 and at the Paris-based École des Beaux-
Arts in the early 1970s, later becoming an 
influential teacher at the University of 
Damascus. The countryside of Aleppo, where 
Moudarres spent his childhood echoes in the 
colours and textures of his landscape paintings.

Mohammed Naghi
Egypt, 033370-"4

Before beginning his art education in Florence 
in 1910, Mohammed Naghi studied law at the 
University of Lyons in 1906-10.  In 1919 he 
spent some time in France, developing his 
painting skills with Claude Monet and working 
on depictions of the French countryside. 
Mohammed Naghi returned to Egypt shortly, 
becoming involved with the 1919 revolution. 
This experience helped him get closer to the 
population and enriched his appreciation of 
Egyptian heritage.

Featured Artists
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Ibrahim Salahi
Sudan, b. 0-!6

Ibrahim Salahi began his art training in 
secondary school and continued his education 
at Gordon Memorial College, Khartoum. In 
1953 he went to the Slade School at University 
College London for three years, where he 
specialised in painting and drawing, with 
calligraphy as a subsidiary subject. Salahi 
returned to Sudan in 1957, and taught for 
several years at the School of Fine and 
Applied Art in Khartoum. Salahi’s work is held 
in major collections including British Museum, 
London, MoMA and Metropolitan Museum of 
Art, New York, and Mathaf: Arab Museum of 
Modern Art, Doha. 

Seif Wanly
Egypt, 0-6470-.-

Born in Alexandria into an aristocratic 
Egyptian family, Wanly was privately tutored 
in art. In his portraits we often find characters 
in self-reflective gestures, detached from their 
context. While some of his paintings capture 
live entertainment, theatre and musical 
performances, Wanly’s primary concentration 
was to depict daily life.The artist established 
an art studio in Cairo in the 1940s with his 
brother Adham Wanly that was open to the 
public and any-one interested in the arts.

Khazaal Awad Qa/as
Kuwait, b. 0-,,

Prolific Kuwaiti artist Khazaal Awad Qa/as 
works in the realm of painting as well as 
sculpture. His three dimensional work is most 
often executed in bronze and Qa/as’s oeuvre  
is characterised by recurrent and uncommon 
depictions of female figures. His fluid statuettes 
appear as though they are made of a liquid 
material in continuous motion, rather than 
being cast in solid metal. 

Mona Saudi
Jordan, b. 0-,"

Renowned for her large-scale public stone 
sculptures, Mona Saudi’s works are held in 
international collections and museums. The 
subjects in her work are often derived from 
nature and organic forms and draw upon 
themes such as birth, motherhood, fertility 
and growth. Particularly inspired by the Arabic 
word takween (meaning creation and forma-
tion) much of Saudi’s art is also based on 
poetry and the Arabic letter.

Mohammed Sabry
Egypt, b. 0-0.

Sabry graduated from the Faculty of Arts in 
Cairo and continued his studies in Madrid at the 
Royal Academy of Fine Arts of San Fernando. In 
1952 he attained a professorship there, and in 
1988, he was awarded the Queen Isabella 
medal by the King of Spain. Born in 1917, Sabry 
has witnessed almost a century of political and 
social history, and this certainly reflected in his 
work as an artist. A lot of his work was executed 
in the impressionist style, and depicted Cairo, 
Aswan, as well as Spanish scenery.
 

Hassan Sharif
United Arab Emirates, b. 0-"0

Hassan Sharif is widely recognised as the 
grandfather and pioneer of conceptual and 
experimental art in the UAE. Rather than 
working within a single discipline, his practice 
unites various media and approaches, such as 
performance, installation, photography, painting 
and drawing, among others. Much of Hassan 
Sharif ’s work explores notions of consumerism 
and obsession with commercial goods. The 
greyscale composition on paper reflects his 
experience of working on caricatures for local 
newspapers and magazines in the 1970s. 

Mahmoud Said
Egypt, 03-.70-4,

Mahmoud Said was a lawyer who worked at the 
Mixed Courts in Alexandria until the late 1940s, 
only painting in his spare time.  He subsequently 
decided to quit his desk job, in order to 
dedicate himself fully to art and explore his 
passion for painting. Like many of his contem-
poraries, Said was fascinated with depicting 
Egyptian landscapes and picturesque coastal 
areas around the Nile. He often painted on very 
small canvases, later reworking his sketches 
onto a larger scale in his studio.

Laila Shawa
Palestine, b. 0-,6

Palestinian artist Laila Shawa is known for her 
use of bold colours and illustrative designs to 
tackle issues of violence, political turmoil, the 
plight of children and resistance in her native 
country. Shawa paints, photographs and uses 
silk screen prints in her work. The artist 
studied in Cairo, Rome, and Austria, and 
worked for United Nations children’s art 
programs in Gaza in the 1960s. Her work has 
been exhibited around Europe, the Arab world, 
Russia, China, Malaysia and the United States.

Featured Artists
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Abdul Qader Al Rais
United Arab Emirates. b. -./-

Untitled. -.0.. Oil on canvas. 60 x 80 cm.
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Abdul Hadi El Gazzar
Egypt. -.1/2-.#/

Untitled. -.#3. India ink on paper. 1#./ X -/ cm.
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Thrust II, The Dream. -."0. Oil and sand on canvas. 0. X 0. cm.

Farghali Abdel Hafiz
Egypt. b. -.3-
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Abdul Hadi El Gazzar
Egypt. -.1/2-.#/

Portrait. 1950. Brush and India ink on paper. 21 x 18 cm
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Chafic Abboud
Lebanon. -.1#21443

Relief. -."". Ceramic on bronze. !0 X !1  X 3./ cm.

Ali Al Abdan
United Arab Emirates. b. -."1

On Al Khan Beach. -.0.. Oil on canvas. /. X #. cm.
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Layla Al Attar
Iraq. -.342-..!

Suad Al Attar
Iraq b. -.31

Untitled. -.00. Oil and encaustic on paper on canvas. .0./ X 01 cm.
Tender Embrace. 2000. Oil on canvas. "-./ X /# cm.
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Dia Al Azzawi
Iraq. b. -.!.

From top left 1-8: We Are Not Seen, But, Corpses (The Massacre of Sabra and Shatila). 
-.0!. Etching (set of 8). 100 x 70 cm.

Bottom right 9: We Are Not Seen, But, Corpses (The Massacre of Sabra and Shatila).
-.0!. Lithograph. 100 x 70 cm.
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In 1969, Azzawi formed the New Vision Group 
(al-Ru’yya al-Jadidah), uniting fellow artists ideologically 
and culturally as opposed to stylistically. […]

Through his involvement with the New Vision Group 
Azzawi found inspiration in contemporary subjects 
and issues, particularly the plight of Palestinians. His 
shift from themes of antiquity and legend to that of 
pain, death, and conflict altered his stylistic approach 
to painting significantly. These works lacked the vivid 
colour and ornamentation of earlier images and, 
instead, utilized bold outlines, attention to detail,  
and improvisational techniques. […]

Courtesy of meemartgallery.com

[…] Manifesting the e5ects of that violence was the 
way in which the art work could denounce it; it is a 
form of critique, as Azzawi explained to the Moroccan 
newspaper, Al-‘Alm, in 1975: ‘All I am trying to do is  
to move the body out of the vault of oppression and 
spread it out across the face of the earth such that it 
can sunder its legacy as an oppressed creature.’ The 
human figure does not in his work profile a human 
existence but rather, functioning as a kind of inverted 
image, outlines a violence.

Between 1966 and 1983, a period bound on one side 
by drawing on the Epic of Gilgamesh and on the other 
by prints on the massacres at Sabra and Shatila, 
Azzawi’s work was governed by a specific ‘formula of 
pathos’, a formula he developed out of a particular 
reading of history. In that reading, he sought not 
aesthetic forms but the means for expressing tragedy 
that could be recuperated to give form to the anguish 
of life in Iraq during the violent and politically insecure 
years of the 1960s. […]

Courtesy of Meem Art Gallery, Meem Projects 2012, 
Saleem Al Bahloly
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Munira Al Kazi
Kuwait. b. -.!.

Untitled. c. late -.#4s. Mixed media on canvas. -!../ X -!0./ cm.

Untitled. -.0.. Oil on plywood, 03 X !! cm.

Mohammed Al Mazrouei 
United Arab Emirates. b. -.#1
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Abdullah Al Muharraqi
Bahrain. b. -.!.

Rafa Al Nasiri
Iraq. -.34614-!

Eternal Torment. -.00. Oil on canvas. -14 X ./ cm.
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Al Deek Al Faseeh (The Articulate Cockerel). -./3. Oil on canvas. #4 X 33 cm.

Untitled. -.00. Oil on canvas. #/ X -1/ cm.
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Shakir Hassan Al Said
Iraq. -.1/21443

Al Said once told me that when he was between the ages 
of seven and ten years old, his father used to take him on 
excursions to the parks of Baghdad in order to draw the 
statues that were erected there – such as King Faisal I, 
British commander General Mood, and others – or to 
draw horses. However, Al Said’s memories did not corre- 
spond directly with the path he took academically. […]

If Al Said’s motives to practise art remained mysterious, 
his interpretation of his own art was carefully considered, 
verified and renewed. The artist never stopped discovering 
new concepts or sources to rationalize his art and artistic 
displacements, that is, more specifically, the sources he 
found in the ancient legacy of Mesopota-mia on the one 
hand, and the Sufi legacy on the other, and the state of 
their interrelatedness and integration. […]

In his theory, he is more interested in highlighting the 
intention and purpose which make the artist more 
attracted to the absolute truth, rather than merely 
focusing on the geometrical dimensions of the painting. 
Thus, the painting becomes a Sufi examination, which 
applies artistic tools and miscellaneous beliefs. As for  
Al Said’s philosophy, the tendency to create ‘wall art’ 
became synonymous with his experiments with the 
Arabic letter and words. This transition simply reflects 
the rich experiences which humans brought to their wall 
paintings and material culture in general. […]

Al Said never yielded to a repeated and varied ‘formula’ 
because he always tended to utilize concepts which 
could renew art at its intellectual and visual wellsprings, 
especially in relation to the tangible object. These works 
display the artist’s experiments with a range of media 
and tools, a result of his thoughtful innovation, as Al Said 
never hesitated to utilize the huge pool of materials and 
dyes available to him, while considering other multiple 
eclectic possibilities and tools.

Courtesy of Meem Art Gallery, Meem Projects 2013, 
Charbel Dagher
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Ahmad Nashat Al Zuaby
Syria. b. -.!.

The Birth of Melody. -..-. Oil on canvas. 0#.1 X 0#.3 cm.

Khudair Shakirji
Iraq. -.!"2144#

Untitled. -.0-. Oil on canvas. .0 X .0 cm.
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Baya
Algeria. -.!-6-..0

Farid Belkahia
Morocco. -.!3

Femme aux Deux Paons Avec Aquarium (Woman with Two Peacocks and Aquarium). -.#0. 
Watercolour and gouache on paper. ## X .1 cm.

Hommage à Antoni Tàpies. (Tribute to Antoni Tàpies). -..1. Watercolour on paper. 3- X -11 cm.
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Kamal Boullata
Palestine. b. -.31

Eppur si Muove - No.1 (And Yet It Moves – No. 1). -.... Acrylic on canvas. 80 x 80 cm.

Alea. -.#/. Oil on jute on board. #4 X "! cm.
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Inji E!atoun
Egypt, -.136-.0.

Ezba’. -./!. Oil on board. 3" X #! cm.

Saliba Douaihy
Lebanon. -.-16-..3

Untitled. -.#/. Acrylic on canvas. #3 X 0-." cm.
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Paul Guiragossian
Palestine/Lebanon. -.1#2-..!

Ismail Fattah
Iraq. -.!061443

Untitled. -.#/. Bronze. !#.! X -#.0 X 1#./ cm. Madonna and Child. Early -.#4s. Oil on canvas. "- X /. cm.
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Kadhim Haydar
Iraq. -.!16-.0/

Il nous a dit comment cela s’est passé (He told us how it happened). -./". Oil on canvas. .# X #/ cm.

Mahmoud Hammad
Syria. -.1!2-.00

Untitled. -.0!. Oil on canvas. .. X 04 cm.
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Jafar Islah
Kuwait. b. -.3#

Colours with Black and Grey. -.#0. Acrylic on canvas. #! X 33 cm.

Adam Henein
Egypt. b. -.1.

Marie Nilus. -.#.. Bronze. -3# X 34 X 11 cm.
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Mohammed Issiakhem
Algeria. -.106-.0/

Women fascinated Issiakhem. Between 1970 and 1980, 
he paints a series of portraits of women, one of these 
titled Femme et Mur (Woman and Wall). It does not 
represent the ideal or mythical woman. […]

His project is rather a search for the everyday woman, 
half of heaven, partly mutilated, deprived of her voice, 
but whose grudging murmurs we hear. […]

The artist has painted her using a monochrome 
palette, delicate shades of blue, divided into compart-
ments on the jacket and the drapery of her dress. Her 
clothing flows in geometric, watercolour-like streams, 
in rings and flowers down to the hem of the draped 
garment. The heavy jewellery, diamond-shaped, that 
rests on her bosom, o5ers maybe a sign of her history, 
an indication of her identity. Spots of light, refracted 
by the wall, are contrasted by the eyes, two dark 
lakes, and with the black hair, tied into a light knotted 
scarf. This chromatic dissonance gives the e5ect of 
makeup, regularly applied onto the face, like a pale 
mask or the make-up used by Japanese Kabuki actors. 
The two hands placed like tarred stencils on both 
sides of the woman’s face serve as talismans and are  
at the same time the painter’s signature. […]

With this painting, does the artist seek to show us 
that which history has forgotten and that the wall in 
the background is a recollection of the pictograms 
and acronyms on its surface, handed down through 
history? The wall here is a painting, abstract and not 
just the backdrop. The edge between the composition 
and the woman appears like a time-space or like a 
fourth dimension and not like an e5ect of perspective. 
The wall speaks, it speaks the language of palimpsests. 
Like the woman, it has been submitted to the wear of 
time. Woman and wall are threatened by oblivion.

Courtesy of Meem Art Gallery, Meem Projects 2013, 
Benamar Médiène
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Femme et Mur (Woman and Wall). Date unknown. Oil on canvas. -#1 X -!4 cm.
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Tempietto in Rome. -.1/. Oil on canvas. !0 X 10 cm.

Youssef Kamel
Egypt, -0.46-."-

A View from the Citadel. -.1-. Oil on canvas. #4./ X /4./ cm.
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Mohammed Kazem
United Arab Emirates. b. -.#.

Scene. -..!. Oil on canvas. "# X "# cm.

Louay Kayyali
Syria. -.!32-."0

Woman Sewing. -."3. Oil on masonite. .3./ X .3./ cm.
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Suleiman Mansour
Palestine. b. -.3"

Sad Tunes. -."". Oil on canvas. 0" X .4 cm.

Najat Makki
United Arab Emirates. b. -./!

Untitled. -.0". Henna and acrylic on paper. 30 X !- cm.
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Untitled. -.03. Acrylic on canvas. -/4 X -44 cm.

Mohammed Melehi
Morocco. b. -.!#

Melehi’s oeuvre displays a number of recurring symbols 
and forms, such as the wave, which is a leitmotif of his 
work. The artist first started using the wave in 1963 and 
has stated: ‘The wave meant music and movement. It is 
communication in space (sound waves, visual waves, 
video-tape). It represents continuity, sky, woman, 
sensuality, water, pulsating rhythm. It is calm.’ The motif 
also reflects Melehi’s interest in scientific theory and the 
classical elements of earth, water, air and fire.[…]

Melehi – along with Ahmed Cherkaoui, Jilali Gharbaoui 
and Farid Belkahia – pioneered modern abstract 
painting in Morocco during the 1960s. Indeed, modern 
art works produced during this period demonstrate 
how, following Morocco’s independence in 1956, artists 
created an aesthetic dialogue between their cultural 
heritage and post-colonial visual culture. Having 
studied abroad during the late 1950s (in Europe and 
the US), Melehi’s paintings display fidelity to modern 
Western artistic techniques but simultaneously 
reference traditional Moroccan arts and crafts, signs 
and symbols. The artist recently discussed how his 
return to Morocco from the US in 1964 – where he 
taught at the Minneapolis School of Art, later receiving  
a scholarship from the Rockefeller Foundation in New 
York – marked a transition in his approach to painting 
and his rendering of the wave:

Upon my return to Morocco, forms withered, then 
disappeared, and vertical lines became undulations. 
Subsequently, waves became flames symbolizing 
vigour and strength, with a colour range inspired by 
popular Moroccan and African art…
   Particularly during the period from 1975-87, the art 
works and paintings I created were executed through  
a repetitive, industrial method, in solidarity and 
sympathy with the proletariat, thereby abandoning 
the conventional painting preferred by the bourgeoisie. 
I wanted to simplify artistic expression in order to 
communicate with the masses, as opposed to 
pandering to the elitist taste of ornamentation.

Courtesy of Meem Art Gallery, Meem Projects 2012, 
Samar Faruqi
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Fateh Moudarres
Syria. -.116-...

Icons of Moudarres. -.#1. Oil and gold leaf on canvas. -1. X #0 cm.

Sami Mohammed
Kuwait. b. -.3!

The Challenge. -.0!. Bronze. -44 X #4 X 34 cm.
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Kamel Moustafa
Egypt. -.-"6-.01

Untitled. Date unknown. Oil on panel. 14./ X !-./ cm.

Fateh Moudarres
Syria. -.116-...

Al Wa’ash Wal Maskeen (The Beast and the Commoner). -.0". Oil on canvas. "# X // cm.
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Hamed Nada
Egypt. -.136-..4

Dancing by the Beach. -.03. Acrylic and crayon on board. 33 X !!./ cm.

The High Dam. -.##. Acrylic on wood. 120 x 120 cm.

E"at Naghi
Egypt. -.4/6-..3
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Le Café à Chypre. -./4. Oil on canvas on masonite. 3/ X /../ cm.

Mohammed Naghi
Egypt. -0006-./#

Paysage d’Italie. -.-3. Oil on panel. 13./ X -"./ cm
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Nabil Nahas
Lebanon. b. -.3.

Untitled. -.0!. Acrylic on canvas. -1-.! X .-.3 cm.

Khazaal Awad Qa"as
Kuwait. b. -.33

Al Asara. -.01. Bronze. !4 X #4 X 34 cm.
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Mohammed Sabry
 Egypt. b. -.-"

Village. Date unknown. Pastel on paper. 3! X #4 cm.

Le Canal de Mahmoudieh. -.11. Oil on panel. 1"./ X 3/ cm.

Mahmoud Said
Egypt. -0."6-.#3
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Mahmoud Said
Egypt, -0."6-.#3

Assouan - Les Rochers. -.3.. Oil on canvas board. !4 X 34 cm.

Before assuming his post as a lawyer at the Mixed 
Courts in Alexandria, Mahmoud Said travelled to Paris 
in 1921 to pursue his primary passion: painting. Uncle to 
the Egyptian queen and son of a former prime minister, 
Said belonged to a privileged, elite aristocratic family in 
the Mediterranean port city and was thus expected to 
make his career in jurisprudence, not art. Nevertheless, 
he excelled at painting even though he practiced only  
in his spare time until the late 1940s, when he quit his 
desk job and dedicated himself to art […]

In cosmopolitan Alexandria, Said studied under Italian 
painters Arturo Zanieri and Amelia Casonato Da Forno, 
schooled in these techniques but also indebted to 
Orientalist methods. Yet, like most Egyptian artists of 
his generation, he wove European styles together with 
Egyptian content. […]

As apparent in his later landscapes of the Mediterra-
nean coast and the Nile, he has a predilection for 
exploring the variety of hues present in large swathes  
of blue sky or water. […]

Though Said’s later technique became more stylized, 
and his Post-impressionist brushstrokes faded away 
into smooth, delineated contour of colour, he continued 
to use this small-scale technique for landscape 
sketches. He began many of his larger landscapes as 
small, free oil sketches, where he would plot out the 
colour and composition of the work. He would then 
return to his studio to execute them in a larger scale. 
These small works thus convey both Said’s training as 
well as his painterly process. […]

As a member of the upper class, Said was more likely  
to have overseen workers […] through his family’s 
ownership of the land the peasants cultivated. It is this 
contradiction between content and style in Said’s 
work that makes him one of the most fascinating 
modern Egyptian painters of the twentieth century.

Courtesy of Meem Art Gallery, Meem Projects 2012, 
Alexandra Dika Seggerman
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Ibrahim Salahi
Sudan. b. -.!4

From the late 1970s to the mid-1990s, Ibrahim Salahi 
focused on creating works in black and white. The 
start of this period, which the artist describes as the 
‘fifth period’ in his oeuvre, also marks the beginning of 
Salahi’s voluntary exile away from Sudan. It has been 
noted by art historian Salah Hassan that following his 
self-imposed exile, Salahi’s aesthetic sense and style 
altered, leading him to a ‘more philosophically 
oriented, more meditative approach.’ During this 
period, Salahi’s interest in the ‘organic growth’ of a 
picture became more pronounced, an idea that he 
conceived of when he was wrongly incarcerated by the 
Sudanese government in 1975. […]

The composition of his black-and-white works 
combines Salahi’s exploration of abstract figures with 
another one of his interests: calligraphy. He has noted 
that his earliest experience as a picturemaker was at 
his khalwah (pre-school) in Omdurman, when he 
would decorate his wooden writing slate with sharafah 
motifs, that is, decorations which combine calligraphic 
forms and arabesques with geometric patterns (a 
practice that can perhaps also be linked to his use of 
cross-hatching and attention to detail). […]

In an interview with Ulli Beier in 1990, Salahi discussed 
how abstracted figures and letters are aesthetically linked:

At the time [early 1960s]…I started to simplify the 
third dimension. My figures were becoming flat; form 
became shape, the patterns became the background. 
And I had this interplay between the abstract written 
form and the visual form that I see. I found that each 
curve in a human or animal form immediately evoked 
in my mind the curve of a letter.

Interestingly, he also explains this relationship through 
a process of ‘breaking’ letters to their basic form, their 
‘origin’, until they give way to abstract figures which 
mimic the shapes of fragmented calligraphic letters. 

Courtesy of Meem Art Gallery, Meem Projects 2012, 
Samar Faruqi

In the Present. -.0". India ink on bristol boards. #/ X !-/ cm.

Detail (left): In the Present.

Detail (right): In the Present.
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The Petra Tablets Adonis Collection. -..". Silkscreen lithographs (set of 12). .4 X #4 cm.

Mona Saudi 
Jordan. b. -.3/

Renowned for her large-scale public stone sculptures, 
Mona Saudi’s works are held in international collections 
including the National Gallery of Fine Arts, Amman; 
Institute du Monde Arabe, Paris; National Museum for 
Women in the Arts, Washington, DC; and Sharjah 
Museum, UAE.

The subjects in her work are often derived from nature 
and organic forms and draw upon themes such as 
birth, motherhood, fertility and growth. Particularly 
inspired by the Arabic word takween (meaning 
creation and formation) much of Saudi’s art is also 
based on poetry and the Arabic letter.  […]
 
Determined to become an artist, she left home at  
the age of seventeen with ambitions to study in Paris. 
During a stopover in Beirut, where she held her first 
exhibition of drawings at Café de la Press in 1963, 
selling works that financed her ticket to the French 
capital, she met and made lifelong friendships with  
a number of renowned poets, artists, and writers, 
including Adonis, Paul Guiragossian, Nazih Khater  
and Youssel el Khal. […]
 
In Paris, she discovered the art of ancient civilizations, 
being particularly drawn to Sumerian and Egyptian 
sculptural forms. She also derived inspiration from the 
work of modern artists, most notably the sculptures of 
Constantin Brancusi. During this time, she travelled to 
Carrara in Italy - famous for its marble quarries - spending 
several months in the city’s sculpture studios. […]

Saudi’s limited edition lithographs of her drawings 
The Petra Tablets, Adonis (1997), are works which are 
inspired by Adonis’ poetry. The forms in these drawings 
recall Saudi’s sculptures, as she always refers to 
sculpture in her work, and are drawn in china ink with 
backgrounds tinted with diluted co5ee, recreating the 
colour of the desert.

Courtesy of meemartgallery.com
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Laila Shawa 
Palestine. b. -.34
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Hassan Sharif
United Arab Emirates. b. -./-

Man. -.04. Oil on paper. .1." X "!./ cm.

Moon Walkers. -.00. Acrylic on canvas. "/ X -44 cm.
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Ballerinas. c. -.#4. Oil on panel. "0.# X -40.1 cm.

Portrait of a Couple. -."0. Oil on canvas. .../ X #. cm.
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+',-$% ./0 1023
4566 78*/9$%

 :$';< := +',-$% 1023 :>?9#@$% A'B,$% 1(0
 C';DE := 2DF"G$% H<'3 I>0 2 JKLF 78MB$%F N)"$%
 +',-$% A'B,$% 2J?(O .P'QRS% H?TUT H?B,$% V$'(0W

 'X"*/YOF  H?Z'[B$%  \'?Y]#$%  I>0  &/^$%  V_?>[@R
 `>O H?@MB$% V$'(0W C"GO 7L"9@($%F a/$b($% "?c

 7HO/MB($% := HK"M$% d?[;O I>0 V*d$ H-Z',$% eLd-$%
 := H>Z') eP'< f< H0/BY< 'gDW /$ '(K FdGO :@$%F
 eP'< f< H0/BY< 'gD/K f< "hKW 7e"(@[< HK"i

.H?DdQ<  HG>j

kP/Q[$%  IB<
456l 7APLS%

 IB< H?DPLS% HO'MB$%F H?>?9#@$% HD'B,$% "g@#O
 := dm/O :@$% H*";M$% H?@MB$% 'g$'(0bR kP/Q[$%

n/i o"G9$% pi'@($%F \'?B@-($% \'0/(;<
 HQ?G_$% f< 'gO'0/q/< :-@[O :@$%F 7N$'Q$% 

 k2<"$%F kL/_)S% r%"@$% f< H?G?K"@$% n'9sS%F
 ./(B$%F tY]$% 7H</<S% 7ePu/$% \'*'9i := 1h(@($%

 «f*/9O» eP",< f< 'g>(0 kP/Q[$% :i/@[O
 d(@[O 'gDW '(K 7v?)b@$%F w>]$% :BQO :@$%F 7H?R"Q$%

   .H?R"Q$% H?=F"M$%F "Q#$% rFL/< f< :B,$% 'g0%dRE

d?Q)  P/(M<
45x6 - 4y5z 7"Y<

 1(Q$% d?Q) P/(M< k"Y($% :>?9#@$% A'B,$% P'@0%
 "3%FW I@i H*LdB9){% NK'M< := 1(0 7 |}'M(K

 := Vc%"= \'~FW �U�@[< 7:q'($% A"-$% f< \'B?QRLS%
 wiu 8~F := L"~ AW I$E 7N)"$% := V@*%/X H)L'(<

 7:B,$% V>(Q$ �",@*F H?G@9($% V@,?�F f< 1?-@[* AW
 �';O V,�s a'#9@)%F f,>$ 1<'9$'R V[,D �')"9<

 f@@=% 7f?D'B,$% f< V?>*';< f< d*dQ$% 1h< .A/B,$%
 w�'B($%F H*"Y($% H?Q?G_$% "�'B($'R d?Q) P/(M<

 �_~ I>0 N)"$% P'@0% .1?B$% "gD a',q I>0 e"i'[$%
 \'i'[< I>0 'XC';D{ eP/Q$% NT 7�'(-$% f< e"?�j

.V()"< := "GKW

%/#$%  I>?$
456� 7f?_[>=

 %/s I>?$ H?B?_[>,$% H?>?9#@$% HD'B,$% \2?(O
 H?M?q/@$% N?<'Y@$%F H�*";$% A%/$S% 'g<%d]@)'R
 f0 �O'B$% :)'?[$% �%"_qu%F pBQ$% \'*dg#($

 'Xd>R := H<F'-($% H?^~F n',�S% HBM<F 7nU@iu%
 }d]@[OF L J/YOF %/#$% HD'B,$% N)"O .f?_[>=
 �?= 8)LP .H?B,$% 'g$'(0W := H*"*"M$% H0'G_$%

 N?>QO �<'D"R �$'Y$ 8>(0F 7'[(B$%F '<FL 7e"X'-$%
 nU3 e2c := 7edM@($% N<S% f< n',��$ A/B,$%

 H?B,$% 'g$'(0W 8q"0 .:q'($% A"-$% f< \'B?@[$%
 \'*u/$%F '*2?$'< 7f?Y$% 7'?)FL 7:R"Q$% N$'Q$% 7'RFLFW :=

.H?9*"<S% edM@($%

k"Gj  d(M<
454z  7"Y<

 f< k"Gj d(M< k"Y($% :>?9#@$% A'B,$% � J"]O
 H?(*P'KW := V@)%LP 1j%FF 7e"X'-$% := �%P�% H?>K

 :=  H>?(;$%  A/B,>$  H?9>($%  FdD'D"=  v*d-$%
 H*�'@)u% H,j I>0 1Yi 745l� }'Q$% := .d*Ld<

 U?R%2*E H9>($% }')F n'DF 7'g[,D H?(*P'KS% :=
 A'B,$% �*'0 .45yy }'Q$% := '?D'G)E `>< 1G~ f<

 �U<'K �'D"~ �'G*"-O 7454z }'Q$% := P/$/($% k"Gj
 v9QD% d~F 7H?0'(@mu%F H?)'?[$% r%diS'R �U='i

 d*dQ$% "g�OF 7A'B,K VO'?iF V>(0 := V>K `$�
 �"*/YO := :0'G_Du% �/>)u% H?B,$% V$'(0W f<

 A%/)WF e"X'-$% := A'9($%F e'?M$% \'*dg#($
.'g?= �'0 :@$% H?D'G){% Ad($%F

p*"s  f[i
45l4 7edM@($% H?R"Q$% \%L'<{%

 �S% p*"s f[i :O%L'<{% :>?9#@$% A'B,$% �dQ*
 \%L'<{% := :G*";@$%F :(?X',($% f,$% dZ%LF :iF"$%

 7� %d?iF �'?B= �'_(D }2@>* AW f< �udG= 7edM@($% H?R"Q$%
 := t?$')S%F H?B,$% �X'B($% d?i/O I$E p*"s d(Q*

 7"*/Y@$% 7t?K"@$% 7&%PS% f?R �(;?= 7H?B,$% V@)L'(<
 p*"s n'(0W H?G$'c p#9@[O .'X"?cF N)"$%

 �?>[@$%  vm'XF  H?KUg@)u%  H02B$%  N?X',<  7H?B,$%
 V@R";O d[;* !L/$% I>0 kP'<"$% N[;($% .kL';@$%

 pMY$% �$'Y$ kL/O'9*L'9$% N)"$'R 1(Q$% :=
 .:q'($% A"-$% \'B?QG) := \U;($%F H?>M($%

:M>Y$%  N?X%"RE
45�� 7A%P/[$%

 V@R";O :M>Y$% N?X%"RE :D%P/[$% :>?9#@$% A'B,$% WdR
 1(KW NT 7H*/D'h$% H)Ld($% d0'-< I>0 � %�?(>O H?B,$%

 :=F 7}/�"]$% := AFPL/c H?>K := A/B,$% V@)%LP
 A/B,>$ d*U) H)Ld< := H)%Ld>$ "=') 745l� }'Q$%
 7N)"$% := �'YY]@< 7AdB$ H?>K HQ<'m := H>?(;$%

 .H?0"�= eP'�(K H�?R"Q$% H?=F"M$% H�)%LP t�D'm I$E
 745lz }'�Q$% := A%P/[�$% I$E :M�>Y$% A'B�,$% P'�0

 A/B,$%F H>?(;$% A/B,$% H?>K := N?>Q@$% �L'<F
 f(q A'B,$% n'(0W dm/O .}/�"]$% := H?-?G_@$%
 H?B,$% \'[)�($%F pi'@($% \'?B@-< f< d*dQ$%

 7AdB$ := :D'_*"G$% pM@($% 'gB?R 7N$'Q$% n/i o"G9$%
 f,>$ A'@?$/RF"@($% pM@<F �*dM$% f,$% p�M@<

 f,>$ :R"Q$% pM@($% :pM@($%F 7�LFL/?D HB*d< :=
.HiFd$% := "j'Q($%

:>D%F  p?)
45z5 - 45�x 7"Y<

 := :>D%F p?) k"Y($% :>?9#@$% A'B,$% d$F
 Hj'3 �')FLP �R'OF 7H?�%"-@)LW H>Z'0 := H*LdB9){%

 "g�* 7'X2;DW :@$% V*"OF"G$% \'i/$ := .N)"$% :=
 7'gX/mF I>0 \'?Y]#$% 13%FP �'9QD% �/q/R
 �QR AW f?i := 7:Q?G_$% 'g_?M< f0 �H>Y,B<
 e'?iF V J="($% �?Q$% t?$')W L/YO o"3S% VO'i/$

 A'B,$% 2?K"O A'K �E 7H?-?)/($% .F"Q$%F �L'[($%
 A'B,$% v)W .H?</?$% e'?M$% d?[;O I>0 v?Z"$% :>D%F

 7:q'($% A"-$% \'B?QRLW := e"X'-$% := :B,$% V="@M<
 L/g(;>$ �'i/@,< a"@M($% A'KF 7NXPW V-?-s �<

.'gR f?(@g($%F A/B,$% :GM<F
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:M?>($%  d(M<
45�x  7�"�($%

 f< :M?>($% d(M< :R"�($% :>?9#@$% A'B,$% � J"]O
 := 7�"�($% 7A%/_O := H>?(;$% A/B,$% H)Ld<

 := :B,$% ."Q($% N J�D 45x5 }'Q$% := .45ll }'Q$%
 7�"�($% := V0/D f< nFS% A'KF 7�/@�,($% &'^,$%

 := 1�Z'X "??�O r%d�iE := Ng)W k�$% ."Q($% %�X
 7'g</* PUG$% := "j'Q($% :>?9#@$% f,$% dg#<

 := .f,$% H0'BY$ e"*'�<F ed*dm �HRL'-< } Jd~F
 �'@)b�K :M?>($% 1(�0 45x5 H*'�$ 45x6 f< e"@,$%

 A/B,$% H)Ld< := 7"*/�Y@$%F 8MB$% 71�?9#@�$% f�,$
 \'(?hR H?B,$% V$'(0W 2?(@O .&'^?G$% L%d$% := H>?(;$%

.�/($% 2<L 'gB?R 7'gR Hj'3 C/<LF

%dD d<'i
455� – 45�6 7"Y<

 7H*LdB9){% := P/$/($% %dD d<'i A'B,$% Ng>@)E
 k�$% :-G_$% }'[-Du% f< H?B,$% V$'(0W \'0/q/<
 :@$% e'D'Q(>$ V@#*'Q<F 7k"Y($% �(@;($% V#?Q*
 V-?T/O 7}/* 1K NgO'?i := 'gD/#?Q* &%"-,$% A'K

 Ng>3%FP := \2 J,i :@$% H*d?>-@$% H?GQ#$% \'*'9M>$
 H�*"m \%"<'�< \UiL := NgO�3WF n'?]$% N$%/0
 C"GO H?B,$% V$'(0W f< d*dQ$% .N?$S% NgQ~%F �L'3

 P'-B$% N?-*F 7H?R"�$% N)"$% t?$')WF H?B,$% \'?B-@$%
 f??RFLFS% f?<')"$% L'GK n'(0W f?RF 'gB?R �HRL'-<

.v?O'< k"BX 1h<

�JLd($%  �O'=
4555 - 45�� 7'*L/)

 �JLd($% �O'= kL/[$% :>?9#@$% A'B,$% "^M@[*
 f< "?h9$'R 1,MO :@$% H?T%dM$% H?B,$% V$'(0W :=

 e'?i := "T�($% 'XL/^iF H?B*d$% C/<"$% 7H?$'*L/[$%
 := �JLd($% A'B,$% �LP .'*L/) := f?*P'Q$% "#G$%

 45l6 }'Q$% f< e"@,$% := '<FL := H>?(;$% A/B,$% H?>K
 := v*L'R := H>?(;$% A/B,$% H?>K :=F 745x� H*'�$

 .w#<P HQ<'m := � %�'@)W 1(0 NT 7\'B?QG[$% 1Z%FW
 HB*d< a'*LW := 'X'^~ :@$% �JLd($% H$/,� "^MO

 A'B,$% 'Xd?Q@[* �?i 7H?B,$% VO'i/$ N�Q< := t>i
.V$'(0W 'gR 2?(@O :@$% HQ*dG$% \'?D/>$%F n'9sS% :=

:9<  e';D
45l� 7edM@($% H?R"Q$% \%L'<{%

 f< �HD'B= �dQO :9< e';D H?O%L'<{% H?>?9#@$% HD'B,$%
 :XF 7:='-h$% :RP v>;< H*/^0 1�#O 7P%F"$% 1?m

 H$FP H</9i f< H?)%LP HMB< I>0 8>Yi eW"<% nFW
 \"=') .�L']$% := H)%Ld>$ edM@($% H?R"Q$% \%L'<{%
 eP'gs I>0 8>YiF 7A/B,$% 8)LP �?i e"X'-$% I$E

 := "?@[m'($% eP'gs NT 7A/B,$% := �/*L/$'9G$%
 � %Pd;< \P'0 �?i �'-iu 'g(?>QO 8>j%FF 78MB$%

 .f,$% H,[>= := �%L/@Kd$% H)%LP �R'@@$ e"X'-$% I$E
 �?i 7:RP HB*d< := 'g="@M< := N)"$% :9< 1j%/O

 \'?D/>$'R 1,MO :@$% H*d*";@$% n'(0S% f< d*dQ$% 2;BO
.�dG($% 1?9#@$%F H?$'Q$%

d(M<  :<')
456� 78*/9$%

 8MB$% f= P%FL diW /X d(M< :<') :@*/9$% A'B,$%
 }'Q$% := H?~dBG$% :$'B?R := 8*/9$% H$FP 1Jh< 7�"Q$%
 7e"X'-$'R H>?(;$% A/B,$% H?>K := A/B,$% �LP .��4�

 I>0» A'K A'm"g< f< H*"]= }/>RP I>0 1YiF
 1(Q* '< �'G$'c 745z� }'0 '[D"= := «"MG$% ��'s

 �'?9?<'B*P  �'?B=  � %"*/YO  w>]*F  72DF"G$'R  d(M<  :<')
 V>(0  v9Q*  7:,�'Q$%  n'Q,Du'R  �U='i  7 �'D/M#<

 k"#G$% N[;$% �*"#@$ �UT'(< � %"M) P'QRS% :Z'BT
.k/?M$%  VG?K"OF

:m'D  8J,0
4556 – 45�l 7"Y<

 nFW :m'D 8J,0 H*"Y($% H?>?9#@$% HD'B,$% 8D'K
 := �*dM$% f,$% pM@< := V$'(0W ."QO A'B=

 'XL'?@3% NO 745x� }'Q$% := 745�y }'Q$% := e"X'-$%
 f< H0/(;< f?R 7H*"Y($% H='-h$% eL%CF 1G~ f<

 1(Q$% w?T/@$ 7"Y< d?Qj I$E %/>)LW f*�$% f?D'B,$%
 H_M< 8D'K H(g($% ��X 7A%/)W d) &'BR I>0

 := �'<'X �u/MO 8> J9s 7:m'D HD'B,$% e'?i := H?>Y,<
 C';DE I>0 1(QO 7'X"TE \WdR �?i 7H?B,$% 'gO'0/q/<

 kP'($% 19#$% "*/YO f0 dQ@GO :@$% H?B,$% n'(0S%
 \'?D/>$%  f<  "hKW  d?,@[OF  7\%P/m/($%F  "j'BQ>$

.:B,$%  d*";@$%  "j'B0F  H0/B@($%

I,_Y<  1<'K
45y� – 454z 7"Y<

 I,_Y< 1<'K :>?9#@$% A'B,>$ I$FS% n'(0S% \2?(O
 dX'#($% \%"*/YO f< d*dQ$%F :0'G_Du% �/>)S'R

 H?>K f< � J"]O .1?B$%F e"X'-$% := H?Q?G_$%F H?B*d($%
 `$� dQR 1-@D%F 74564 }'0 e"X'-$% := H>?(;$% A/B,$%
 '?$'_*E := �P/mF &'BT%F 7V(?>QO H>j%/($ '?$'_*E I$E

 HK"i f< "?Tb@R 7 �H?=%"@i% "hKW \'RF :B,$% VG*";O L J/_O
 v*LdO WdR "Y< I$E VOP/0 od$F 7H?RFLFS% HT%dM$%

 H?>K := N)"$% N[~ v?ZL tYB< 1�sF 7A/B,$%
 H?>9>$ � %d?(0 NT 7H*LdB9){% := H>?(;$% A/B,$%

.45zz H*'�$ 45x5 }'Q$'B< e"@,$% := 'g[,D

L/YB<  A'(?>)
456z 7f?_[>=

 L/YB< A'(?>) :B?_[>,$% :>?9#@$% A'B,$% "G@Q*
 d(@[* �?i 7e"gs "hKS% f??B?_[>,$% f?D'B,$% f?R

 H?</?$% e'?M$%F 7:B?_[>,$% n'^B>$ V]*LbO := �2?(O
 := Hj']RF 7kd?>-@$% �'G>$'R e/[B$%F f?iU,>$

 e%PW f,$% JdQ* 7L/YB< A'B,$% I$E HG[B$'R .I$FS% V$'(0W
 A/K Hg;$ 7H?B?_[>,$% H*/g$% C%"REF r%"@$% I>0 �',i
 7VqLbR :B?_[>,$% A'[D{% H~UQ$ �'-?T/O H?B,$% V$'(0W

 .LS% 7NgqLW := f?iU,$% L J/YO :@$% \'i/>$% :=
 FW 7'X'*E NgG>[* AW diS f9(* uF 'g?$E A/(@B* :@$%

.'g$ Ng@J?9>< AU0E f< NgQB(*
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:$'?K  k�$
45zy - 45�6 7'*L/)

 :$'?K k�$ kL/[$% :>?9#@>$ H?B,$% n'(0S% \L/M(O
 C/Q$%F :0'(@mu% A'<"M$%F H?</?$% \'0%"Y$% n/i

 A'B,$% WdR .e"?Y-$% V=%"@i% e"@= n%/� 7&%"-,>$ kP'($%
 f) := /XF N)"$% 7t>i HB*d< := P/$/($% :$'?K
 N$ /XF nFS% kP",$% Vq"Q< }'~WF 7e"#0 H*P'M$%

 A'B,$% n'(0W } Jd-O ."(Q$% f< e"#0 HB<'h$%  >G*
 :0'(@mu% �%"Y$% �<U($ HMq%F � %L/j H?>?9#@$%

 := H?)'?[$% H?0'(@mu% \U9#($%F :-G_$%
 e'?i 1?j',O I>0 e�='D �@,O '(K 7H?R"Q$% H-_B($%

 «H�'?]$% eW"($%» Hi/$ ¡-@>O .H<F"M($% H?G>cS%
 H*2<"K :</?$% 'g>(0 := H�'?]>$ e"R'Q$% H�M>$%

.vRU($% H�'?]R 1(Q$% := :B^($% f?OF">$

:m'D  d(M<
45lx – 4yyy 7"Y<

 :m'D d(M< k"Y($% :>?9#@$% A'B,$% WdG* AW 1G~
 A'B,$% �LP 7454� }'Q$% '[DL/>= := A/B,$% H)%LP

 45�x }'Q$% f?R '< e"@,$% := 7A/?$ HQ<'m := A/D'-$%
 := 8~/$% �QR I^<W 4545 }'Q$% := .454� }'Q$%F

 �< 7VO'?B-OF H?B,$% VO%L'g< "*/_O I>0 �U<'0 7'[D"=
 L J/j :@$% H?B,$% n'(0S% f< d*dQ$% � %2;B< 7V?D/< P/>K
 :m'D P'0 .:[D",$% p*">$ e"i'[$% HQ?G_$% 'g$U3 f<

 "<S% 7H*"Y($% eL/h$% := �'�"]B< 7�'Q*")  e"X'-$% I$E
 V@R";O &%"TEF 7�'B$% f< "hKW �%"@~u% I>0 �d0') k�$%

.k"Y($% r%"@$% \'?$'(mF �Z%FL f< V="0 '(R H?B,$%

N�'K  d(M<
45x5 7edM@($% H?R"Q$% \%L'<{%

 := N�'K d(M< :O%L'<{% :>?9#@$% A'B,$% d$F
 V?>*';< H0/(;< f?R nFS% A'B,$% A'KF 7:RP HB*d<
 f,$% \'?B-OF \%&'^= I$E :B,$% VG*";@R Vgm/O :=

 \'<']$% f< �'Q)%F �',?� }d]@[* 7:(?X',($%
 \'</>Q($% w?T/@$ ed*dm wZ%"� �',#9@[< 7H?B,$%

 kP'< 19s := VO'm'@B@)% d?[;@$ �u/jF 'g>?;[OF
 H>j w?(QO eLF"q I$E H?B,$% V$'(0W "?#O .:G?K"O

 �JG@O I>0 V>(0 "G0 7V_?M<F V@�?GR :>?9#@$% A'B,$%
 := \W"� :@$% \%"?�@$% '(K 7A/<d~S% 'gK"O :@$% L'T�%

 N�'K d(M< A'B,$% 1Jh< .:=%"�;$%F :D'9($% 2?M$%
 H[<']$% eLFd$% := edM@($% H?R"Q$% \%L'<{% H$FP
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